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Introduction 

 
For many years I suffered with overwhelm. This caused a lot of problems for me both 

mentally and physically. It had a really negative impact on my business life. Decision 

makig became more difficult and before I knew it I had a mountain of half finished tasks 

to do and several projects that never saw the light of day. It also impacted my personal 

life too. I was continuously thinking about all of the things that I needed to do for my 

business and found it very difficult to concentrate on family and friends. I do not want this 

to happen to you.  

One day I decided that enough was enough! These feelings of overwhelm which lead to 

procrastination just had to stop. I had to take the bull by the horns and work out why I 

was feeling overwhelmed and how I could stop this. I also wanted a long term fix so that I 

could avoid overwhelm for as long as possible. 

My story and the things that I did to overcome overwhelm are contained in this report. I 

have also added a section for long term control of this problem. The good news is that it 

is not that difficult to fix but you must take action. There is no point in you just reading this 

report and agreeing with what I had to say. You must do what I did and take the 

appropriate steps to rid yourself of this problem. 

With that said, let’s get on with it shall we?  
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My Story – Can You Relate To It? 
 

Hi I am Graham Bowall and I want to talk to you about overwhelm. I see it all of the time. 

People visiting web sites like the Warrior Forum and making posts about how desperate 

they are and how they feel overwhelmed with the information that is available on the 

forum. I have been a member of the Warrior Forum since 2006 but I only have made 

around 600 posts. Is that because I do not want to contribute? No. It is simply that I prefer 

to “do it” rather than write about it and I deliberately spend less time on the forum 

looking for the latest “miracle”. This wasn’t always the case however. 

A few years ago I was in the same boat. I had sold my business in China and moved to 

Mongolia with my lovely partner Crystal. I wanted to really ramp up my online business 

activities but I didn’t know what to do for the best. I knew that the Make Money Online 

(MMO) niche was the way to go as products and services in this market would always be 

in demand. 

So I started to really get into the Warrior Forum and spent hours in the main discussion 

forum and the Warrior Special Offer (WSO) forum. I purchased countless WSO’s and 

ended up on so many email lists that my inbox was overflowing each day to the tune of 

over 500 emails. I have since managed this down to around 150 emails a day. My drive 

was so strong to succeed online that I began to feel totally overwhelmed and information 

overloaded! There were so many possibilities.  

Should I create a product? Build sites and monetize with Adsense (I am talking about 

when good money could be made with this). What about affiliate marketing – that 

seemed easy. Or CPA marketing – that seemed even easier. Then there was Kindle 

publishing and the Amazon Associates program. Later came the trend in offline 

marketing – this was a great idea but the problem was that I was living in Mongolia so 

visiting clients was out for me. But surely I could find a way around this by employing 

agents in the UK and USA to find the clients for me? 

I should also tell you that I am also a bit of a “tech head” and like to know how things 

work. I used to run a computer services company in the UK and I developed computer 

programming skills and a lot of knowledge about the Internet. So I wanted to know the 

ins and outs of Wordpress and other technologies that would help my business online. 

So what did I do? 

Well I ended up doing everything! Product creation, affiliate marketing, SEO services, 

Adsense, CPA Marketing and Pay Per Click (PPC) marketing. Do you think that I was 

successful with all of these? Of course not! I had fallen into the “Jack of all trades and 

master of none” syndrome. I had so many unfinished projects it was embarrassing. My to 

do list was longer than two arms and it never got finished. I was in a state of total 

overwhelm! 

Did I make any money? 

Surprisingly yes! I made some decent affiliate commissions, Adsense revenue and sold 

quite a number of my own self improvement products. I even managed to gain a small 

number of SEO clients that I was ranking well in Google. The thing is that the money I 

made at the time was nothing to write home about and nothing that I could rely upon. I 

continued on with this philosophy of doing everything for quite some time and my 
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savings were dwindling every month as a result. Looking back on it I could have made so 

much more if I had focused on one of these projects.  

The problem with having so many of these projects on the go was that I was beginning to 

lose interest in all of them. Like you may have done, I had seen many bold claims about 

the kind of money that could be earned with all of these projects. This gave me the initial 

spur to start each project, but once I found that there were lots of barriers to overcome 

with all of them my enthusiasm for them waned and I ended up with dozens of half 

finished projects.  

The embarrassing thing with all of this was that I had built successful offline businesses in 

the past and the secret to this was focusing in on a need and fulfilling this. There were 

always dangers. When I started my own computer business back in the 90’s it quickly 

became apparent that clients were looking for a “one stop shop” supplier. Now the 

computer industry is vast and there are so many services that can be supplied. These 

range from supplying hardware, installing software, developing custom software, 

installing networks, maintaining networks, web design, SEO and so on. I needed to focus 

on a few areas and outsource the rest which is exactly what I did and it was a big success. 

And that is what you need to do in your business. Focus! If not you will become totally 

overwhelmed. In some ways Internet Marketing is far worse than running a computer 

business. Why? Because every day (and sometimes several times a day) there is a new 

shiny object that presents itself to you. The reason that this is so powerful and draws 

people like a magnet is that it touches on our “feeling of loss” emotions. If you don’t buy 

the latest online business opportunity guide or WSO you will be losing out on something 

special – maybe a fantastic opportunity. It is very powerful because the Internet 

Marketing lifestyle is sought after by many people. The thing is that it is possible – John 

Taylor and I are proof of that! 

Every time that you buy a new “opportunity” you are inviting feelings of overwhelm. 

Why? Because if the opportunity is good (quite a rarity unfortunately) then you will be 

looking to embark on another project to add to your already growing list. I will get on to 

how you can overcome overwhelm soon so please bear with me. Remember that I was in 

this situation as well a while ago so I have firsthand experience. 
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Overwhel Factors 
 

I have found that there are several reasons or “factors” that can cause overwhelm and the 

major ones are discussed here. 

 

Indecision 

 

By buying all of the latest shiny objects you are causing indecision in your mind about 

which is the best project to focus on. With my situation I decided that I would build an 

online asset that would make me money every month and that would not be subject to the 

whims of Google or any other external influence that I couldn’t control. I have never 

looked back. I told you that I also own a successful SEO business, which I do, and you 

might be thinking that this contradicts what I just said. Well in a way it does, but I know 

how to rank sites and there are still lots of customers looking for this service so it seemed 

crazy to give this up. It is not something that I will do forever as I am sure that Google will 

make it even harder than it is now. It is not a long term business. 

Providing value to people IS a long term business. Helping them choose the right path 

and providing the tools that they need to become a success is what I have chosen to do. I 

have made a strong commitment. Think of it this way. You want to build an asset. 

Investing your time, money and energy into something that will only last five minutes is 

crazy no matter how high the potential gains are. 

Indecision can literally drive you crazy. It can get to the point where there are so many 

things spinning around in your head that it paralyzes you and you cannot make any 

rational thoughts. This can lead to severe stress and manifest itself in the form of physical 

problems. But what about that new opportunity that promises that the grass is greener on 

the other side? In my experience the grass is never greener. If you channel your 

thoughts and energies into building a sustainable long term asset then you will only ever 

need to visit the Warrior Forum (or similar sites) if you need something to help and build 

your business. 

If you let this indecision problem spiral out of control then it can have a negative impact 

on your whole life. You can become so pre-occupied with what to do and which path to 

take that it can lead to problems with your family as you become more and more insular. 

This is not a place that you want to be. If you are desperate for money then there are 

things that you can do to make a few dollars and invest some of this into building a long 

term business. I decided at the time that providing SEO services was my best way out of 

the problems I was having so I did just that and it provided me with a very good income 

for a number of years. It was hard work but I created a team of people that did a lot of the 

work for me so that I could concentrate on finding new clients. I formed a partnership 

with a good friend in the UK and I never looked back. 

By doing this I had taken the first step to overcoming overwhelm without even knowing 

it. This first step is: 
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Realizing That You Have A Problem 

 

For too long I was burying my head in the sand and ignoring the fact that I had a 

problem. This was just making things worse for me. If you are suffering from overwhelm 

then you need to stop pretending that it doesn’t exist and stop ignoring it. We live in a 

culture now where we are faced with information overload everywhere we turn. People 

tend to work harder and longer hours each day in the pursuit of their dreams. Then we 

have to divide our time up to make sure that we are spending quality time with our 

families and friends. If you think about this too much it can really make you stressed. 

When you are overwhelmed you have thoughts of uncontrollability or unpredictability 

which can easily dominate your whole thought process. You are then open to all kinds of 

negativity and thoughts such as “I will never succeed in Internet marketing” or “I will 

never get all of this work done”. Your self esteem can really hit rock bottom and you can 

start to feel that you are totally worthless. A familiar word these days is “Multitasking” 

and it is something that we all have to do from time to time. But it is not a good long term 

strategy and is often the cause of overwhelm. 

You have to accept that things can and will go wrong in your life and that you will need a 

strong resolve to overcome them and move forward. In the Internet marketing space 

there are many things that can become barriers to your success. And I am not just talking 

about failed campaigns here. There will be times when your hosting fails or your auto 

responder doesn’t work or somebody hacks your Wordpress site or people you have 

outsourced work to simply let you down. These things have happened to me on 

numerous occasions but they are all some of the joys of being in business. In the early 

days of my online career these problems used to overwhelm me and I used to get into an 

anger spiral and immediately have thoughts about giving up and doing something else. 

But I didn’t give up and you shouldn’t either. 

Here are some other factors that can cause overwhelm: 

 

Your Expectations 

 

You have spent a lot of time and money ranking your web site on the first page of 

Google. You have high expectations that you will receive a flood of traffic to your site and 

that they will buy your products and services and you will be very rich. You can’t sleep at 

night thinking that you have finally made it and all the hype about Internet marketing was 

really true. Then reality strikes. You do not see anywhere near the traffic levels you were 

expecting and nobody buys anything from your site. You start off being disappointed 

and this soon turns to anger and overwhelm. You placed so much pressure on yourself 

by expecting too much and the reality is too hard to take. 
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Too Much To Do And Not Saying No 

 

I have touched on this with my own story but this is a major cause of overwhelm. If you 

fail at one project then the temptation to do something else is very strong. It is very easy 

and inexpensive to start a new business online so starting over is nowhere near as 

stressful as it would be for a conventional offline business. I am a good communicator 

and I am proud to say that I have worked with many top marketers in joint ventures etc. 

This is good but can bring its own set of problems. I remember a time when my Skype 

messenger was almost permanently trying to attract my attention. Then there were all of 

the emails. Friends and people that I had worked with before were inviting me to work 

with them again or to critique their new product or their web site and before I knew it I 

was doing more work for them than I was for myself! 

Saying no to friends and colleagues is never easy but it is a skill that you need to learn to 

keep your sanity! There are ways that you can do this that do not offend people. Tell them 

that you are very busy working for your clients or on your own projects and you will look 

at their product but it will have to be in a couple of week’s time. People in the IM industry 

never want to wait that long so they will probably thank you and ask somebody else. You 

need to be sensible here. If you have a partner that provides a lot of business for you 

then they are a priority and of course you should be very willing to help them and you 

need to make this a priority. 

 

Inner Pressure 

 

Our heads are often full of constant chatter. We are quite often self critical and believe 

that we are not matching up to what is expected. This piles on the pressure and can be 

one of the hardest things to fight. But fight you must. Self criticism is not only negative but 

it can be very harmful to you both mentally and physically. You can combat negative 

thoughts with positive ones to overcome this.  

 

Perfectionism 

 

This leads on from the inner pressure. A belief system that says everything that you do 

has to be perfect. Boy did I have the T shirt for this! The world is not perfect and will 

never be. Human beings are far from perfect and that’s good because it makes life 

exciting and interesting. If you are a perfectionist then you are in for a hard time. A friend 

of mine is a total perfectionist. He took 6 months out to write a book and after a year he 

hadn’t written a word. When I asked him why, he told me that he was still researching his 

ideas. Now this guy is a genius but he just didn’t get it. I told him that it was better to 

create something imperfect than “perfect nothingness”. 

In the old days to produce a document like this I would have had to go over it at least 

twenty times and made hundreds of changes. I don’t do this anymore. If there are any 

mistakes in this writing then so be it. I believe that people will gloss over them and just 

take it for what it is – a way of helping them overcome the feelings of overwhelm and get 
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onto the right path for their life and their business. Little mistakes are not important. 

Learning from mistakes is. 

 

Wanting To Be In Control 

 

A lot of us are control freaks. I certainly was. When I was a child my father said to me “if 

you want a job done well do it yourself”. My dad said a lot of great things to me but that 

one wasn’t one of his best. It lead me to not trust others and to only believe in my own 

ability. This is a ridiculous belief to have and one that I was very happy to get rid of.  

The bottom line here is that it is not a good idea to try and do it all yourself. At some point 

you will need the help of others – it makes total sense. I outsource a lot of the work in my 

business. This gives me time to focus on the marketing and other important areas. Do my 

outsourcers let me down? Sometimes yes. It took a bit of work on my part to train them to 

deliver work of the standard that I expected but it was well worth it. 

The thing to do here is to believe that you are still in control. The reality of it is that you 

are. It is your business and you have just delegated some of the tasks. Does the CEO of 

Exxon work at the pumps to put petrol in your car? Of course not! But this doesn’t stop the 

company being successful does it. If you are a control freak and don’t work to fix this 

then you will have feelings of overwhelm on a regular basis. 
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How To Overcome Overwhelm 
 

OK we have looked at some of the major factors which can cause overwhelm, now it is 

time to look at the fixes that you can put in place to stop this. Before we begin I want to 

say this. You may never be able to completely avoid being overwhelmed. It still happens 

to me occasionally. The good news is that with these tips that I am going to share with 

you now you will quickly be able to overcome the problem and move on with your life. 

Overcoming overwhelm is a simple six step process: 

 

Step One – Awareness And Recognition 

 

OK we have already touched on this but the first step is to acknowledge that you have a 

problem and stop burying your head in the sand! There is no reason to be embarrassed 

about this. It happens to everyone who have busy lives and are aiming for success. There 

is no shame in it. You should treat it as a major stepping stone to your success. 

 

Step Two – Write It Down 

 

When you are overwhelmed you have a lot of things on your mind and you are unable to 

think clearly. So what I do is “write it all down”. You might not be able to think clearly 

but you won’t have lost your power to write. So get all the things that are overwhelming 

you down on paper. Once you have done this two things could happen: 

It might make you feel a whole lot better as you have taken a big step to solving the 

problem 

Or 

It might make you feel worse once the reality of just how much you have to do hits you 

in the face because you wrote it down. 

Whatever the emotions it stirs up it doesn’t matter because this stage is a very important 

step towards fixing the problem.  

Once you have written everything down take a break. Go and take the dog for a walk, 

have a shower or just do anything to relax your mind. 

 

Step Three – Decide On Your Priorities 

 

Now it is time to go back to the list of things that you created. You now need to go 

through all of them and decide which are important and those things that can wait or you 

can ditch altogether. The thought of ditching something may seem like a failure to you 

but it is really necessary. I have many unfinished projects that I just ditched. At the end of 

the day who cares? It doesn’t really matter in the big scheme of things. 
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There will probably be things on the list that are causing you the most stress. You need to 

put these at the top and tackle them first. These are the “stress busters” and you will feel 

a whole lot better once you have done them. These could include a bill that needs to be 

paid, something for a customer, a promise that you made to somebody – whatever it is 

make them a priority! 

 

Step Four – Break It Down 

 

If one of the things on your list is a big task then the best way to tackle it and to avoid 

overwhelm is to break it down. Ask yourself the question “how can I break this down into 

manageable chunks?” Your sub conscious mind will help you here and provide ideas on 

how you can break down this beast. Once you receive the ideas then write them down in 

the form of a mini plan. By revisiting these small items on a regular basis you will 

eventually finish the whole thing. This will plant in your mind the positive thought “I have 

started so I will finish.”  

A word here about multitasking... There is no reason that you cannot achieve simple 

tasks in parallel by multitasking. But once you get into your real priorities then I 

recommend that you focus on them until they are complete. 

 

Step Five – Take Action 

 

Now that you have your list prioritized it is time to take action. Eliminate all distractions 

(including the Warrior Forum, Facebook, email, texting your girlfriend etc) and get your 

head down and get these tasks finished. Action takers are not immune to overwhelm but 

they do not suffer as much as those that thrive on inactivity. Once you start ticking off 

those things on your list you will feel so much better and can be rightly proud of yourself. 

Taking action has been one of the major factors of my success. If you just read through 

this report and then do nothing you will never fix your overwhelm problem. And you will 

never be successful either. It was Bacon who said that “Information Is Power” well I 

would add “Information Is Power Only When You Use It.” 

 

Step Six – Take One Step At A Time 

 

Realise that the best way to eat an elephant is one bite at a time. Rome wasn’t built in a 

day and neither will your business be. Work every day from a list of tasks that you have 

prioritized and do everything that you can to finish those tasks before you add any new 

ones. 
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Step Seven – Ask For Help 

 

A lot of people will have a problem with this but it is very important. We are all good at 

some things and not so good at others. The Internet is a great place to find help and 

Google should never be far away. But sometimes you just need to relinquish your quest 

for total control and world domination and let an expert help you. This will not always 

cost you money. If you have a question about Internet marketing then there is no better 

place to get an answer than the Warrior Forum. You may get several answers so you will 

be spoilt for choice! This will apply to all areas of your life not just business. The Internet 

is a great tool so use it when you need to. 
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Beliefs And Mind Control 
 

The steps that I outlined in the previous section will certainly help you to control feelings 

of overwhelm, but if you really want to become free of this condition then you need to 

install new beliefs and control your mind. 

 

It’s All In Your Mind 

 

Everything that you do or feel is down to your mind. Wherever you are today and 

whatever you have are symptoms of your thoughts. Overwhelm is a state of mind but it is 

a very negative one and can be harmful to your health. You need to train your mind so 

that you are in control of your destiny and you can minimize feelings of overwhelm. 

You want to change your thinking when it comes to approaching anything in life. If you 

have a mindset of “I have to do it” or “I must do it” then this is going to lead to 

procrastination, overwhelm and other negative behavior. Change your thought process 

to “I want to do this” and “I choose to do this”. This changes whatever the task is from a 

chore to something that you willingly want to do.  

 

Commit To Growing 

 

Something I believe strongly in is that I am constantly growing as a person. I want you to 

believe this too. The truth is that human beings are totally amazing and have far reaching 

capabilities but few people really use them. If you make a commitment to grow as a 

person each day you will be able to achieve incredible results in a very short space of 

time. In reality this means stepping out of your comfort zones and taking on things that 

you are not used to doing and that you will have to learn the best way to tackle them.  

 

Believe That Time Is Against You 

 

Another key belief that I have is that time is against me and it is very quickly slipping 

away. Since I adopted this belief I consider my time to be very precious and I urge you to 

do this as well. Don’t waste time watching TV and messing around on Facebook. Now I 

am not saying that you shouldn’t have any relaxation time – far from it. Just don’t spend 

too much time doing this. 

 

The Law Of Inertia 

 

You need to understand the Law Of Inertia. What this means is that there is a big 

resistance to change in all of us, but once you make that change and build on it then the 
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inertia will swing in the opposite direction and strengthen your new belief. Just don’t 

expect this to happen overnight. 

 

You Can Overcome Perfectionism 

 

Perfectionism can be overcome with a little mind control. If you are experiencing 

feelings of perfectionism then just say to yourself “hey I’m human and it is OK to make 

mistakes”. Then go ahead and create a first draft knowing that you can always edit it 

afterwards. Create a new belief that you do not have to do everything perfectly. Spend 

less time on the plan and more time on the execution of the work. With time your feelings 

of perfectionism will wane. 

 

Work On Your Self Esteem 

 

Your self esteem is very important and you will want to ward off negative thoughts about 

yourself at all times. If you are in a state of overwhelm then it is not unusual to have a 

number of negative thoughts in your head such as “I can’t do it”, “I am not good 

enough”, “I don’t have the will power for this” and so on. Whenever one of these 

negative thoughts enters my head (they do from time to time) then I immediately 

challenge them with a positive thought. This neutralizes the negative and if you do it 

often enough it will accentuate the positive. So for example if the negative thought was “I 

can’t do it” then I will think “you are wrong I can do anything”. 

I want you to feel that you can accomplish anything that you want to. The truth is that you 

really can do this but most people don’t achieve what they desire because they put up 

too many barriers and rationalize too much. The only thing stopping you being 

successful is you. If you failed a few times - so what? I have lost count of all of my failures 

but I treat them as friends because I learn from them and move on.  

 

Develop An Iron Resolve 

 

I have studied success for many years and interviewed many successful people. Each 

one of those people had one thing in common – an Iron Resolve! If they said that they 

were going to do something then you could bet your last penny on the fact that they 

would do it.  

There are six traits and they are in order of importance: 

Start 

Not too much of an explanation need here I guess. Just make a start! If you are having 

difficulty starting something then just ask yourself “what’s the first thing I need to do to 

achieve this” then when you get your answer do it straight away. 
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Prioritize 

You have a number of things on your list to achieve. How do you prioritize what needs to 

be done first? The first ones to complete are the stress busters. These are things that 

maybe you have been putting off for a while and you know that they will nag you all day 

if you don’t do them. This could be paying a bill, making a call, meeting a deadline etc. 

I’m sure you get the idea. Once these are out of the way I do the easy things next. Now 

you might be thinking “but I was always told to do the hardest things first” Yeah I was 

too, until I discovered that this wasn’t working for me. The reason I do the easy things 

first is that it sends the right signals to your subconscious that you are an action 

orientated person. By the time you get to the difficult things they just don’t seem so 

difficult because you are in an action state of mind. 

Focus 

I am sure that I don’t need to tell you about the danger of distractions and why this is a 

common reason why people procrastinate and become overwhelmed. Only you know 

what helps you concentrate the most. Some people can concentrate when all around 

them is noise and chaos. If you need peace and privacy then you have to make this 

happen. 

Persistence 

This is about never giving up whatever happens. Never Give Up. Do you hear me? Never 

be afraid of failure. If you fail so what! Just try again. If you ever feel like giving up stand 

up and punch the air and say out loud “Come On”. Do this with total passion not “come 

on” but “Come On”. Use different words if you like, even expletives if you want. It 

doesn’t matter as long as it stops you giving up. 

Review 

You need to regularly check how well you are doing. It’s pointless steaming into 

something full on for a long time and then discover that it isn’t working. It is very 

demoralizing and will test your persistence to the limit. You need to get regular feedback 

on whatever it is your doing and if it is not going as you expected then find out why and 

change it accordingly. Successful people always review their actions 

Organization 

If you life is in shit and a disorganized shambles then you have to do something about this 

NOW. If you don’t know where important stuff is in your home or on your computer and 

in order to complete a task you have to spend a lot of your precious time looking for it, 

this will add fuel to the flames of your procrastination monster. I don’t have any magic 

fixes for this. Just don’t lump stuff all in one place. Get organized do you hear me. 
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Action Plan 
 

 

Accept That You Have A Problem 

 

Write It All Down 

 

Decide On Your Priorities 

 

Break It Down Into Manageable Chunks 

 

Take Action 

 

Take One Step At A Time 

 

Ask For Help If You Need It 

 

Install New Beliefs 

 

Control Your Mind 

 

Develop An Iron Resolve 
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Conclusion 

 

I sincerely hope that you have derived a lot of value from this report. I have put a lot into 

it and John and I sincerely want to help you to be a success. Take heart from the fact that 

you are only a few simple steps away from overcoming overwhelm. There is nothing 

difficult here. It is just a matter of accepting that you have a problem and taking the 

simple steps to fixing it. 

 

Take it to the next level by installing new beliefs and making a commitment to control 

your mind whenever negative thoughts come your way. This will take a bit of practice 

but is well worth the effort. Short term fixes are just that – short term. 

 

In my experience it is impossible to completely eliminate overwhelm. It happens to me 

now and again and it will probably happen to you as well even with your new beliefs and 

good mind control. This is not a big problem. Just use the action steps to overcome it and 

regain control. The more that you do this the less likely it is to appear again. 

 

Remember – taking action is the key!  
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